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The editorial consists of a series of sweeping
statements, as if of fact, of a generally psycho
dynamic nature. Psychodynamic formulations are,
at best, hypotheses, and are intrinsically tautol
ogous in nature; thus, for example, the same mental
process can result in two quite different patterns of
thought, depending how far along the chain one
stops, as with Freud's formulation of paranoia as a
function of latent homosexuality. Such explanatory
systems are, therefore, from a scientific standpoint,
extremely weak, since they are intrinsically unfalsi
fiable. Dynamic psychology is no basis on which to
propound a thesis with such potentially profound
implications.

Central to the whole argument seems to be the
proposition that patients do not behave badly;
instead, the most outrageous behaviour is a mal
adaptive expression of inner distress which calls for
care and sympathy rather than censure. This is a
question of moral belief. While in some instances
people behave badly as a result of distress or
pathology, most bad behaviour that is encountered
in psychiatric practice is the result of conscious,
wilful decisions on the part of patients; this is at one
with mainstream Western moral philosophy and the
principles of English law.

I do not consider that Watts & Morgan do
mental health professionals justice in their formula
tion. In my experience, psychiatric staff are remark
ably tolerant of extremes of offensive and violent
behaviour, particularly when these occur in patients
with well defined mental illness, and to accuse them
of acting on the basis of unresolved countertrans

ference hate when they are abused or assaulted by
patients who are in full control of their faculties is
unwarranted, and to propose that in so doing they
directly place the patient at high risk of suicide is
improper.

Watts & Morgan's thesis would appear to ab
solve patients of all responsibility for their actions,
which is as absurd as the Szaszian rejection of the
concept of diminished responsibility â€”¿�the truth
lies somewhere between these two poles. If, in the
absence of clear-cut pathology causally related
to untoward behaviour (and the link must be
established by more substantial evidence than
psychodynamic speculation), we deny patients
recognition of their responsibility for their acts,
then we also deny them recognition of their
essential human dignity, while at the same time
creating an intolerable burden for us as mental
health professionals. The concept of â€˜¿�omnipotence'
referred to so frequently by Watts & Morgan has
much more in common with the paternalism of
their approach than with what actually goes on

psychiatric wards and in community mental health
centres.

DR. DAVIES

AUTHORS' REPLY: Having already made our case,
we are content in the main to leave others to assess
for themselves Dr Davis' response to it. It does,
however, seem important to respond in more detail
to Dr Davis' anxieties concerning what he regards
as potential adverse medicolegal aspects of the
concept which we propose.

Setting limits for difficult behaviour, thereby
deciding on the degree of personal responsibility
appropriate to each individual, is practically a day
to-day task which any psychiatrist has to face. It
also happens to be one of the most difficult. Suicide
can occur after limits have been set with scrupulous
care, and such a situation should not reflect ad
versely upon the health care professionals con
cerned. At no point does our editorial imply that
patients should be absolved indiscriminately from
personal responsibility for what they do. We merely
propose that the many complex factors which beset
us as we manage suicide risk, and these concern not
only those relevant to the patient but our own
reactions as well, should be reviewed systematically
and objectively. We believe that such an approach
should help to reduce the risk of adverse medico
legal repercussions, rather than increase it as Dr
Davis fears. Finally, may we say that we object to
his implication that the concept of malignant alien
ation reflects badly on the dedication and tolerance
of mental health professionals, whom it is intended
to enable rather than denigrate.
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SIR: Malignant alienation refers to the process by
which carers develop negative feelings for their
difficult patients which are inadequately dealt
with, so that they start rejecting their patients
under the cover of rationalisation. Patients are
thereby exposed to progressively greater risks of
suicide. I fully concur with all their points, but
was surprised that Watts & Morgan did not
discuss the concept of manipulation.
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The term â€˜¿�manipulation'may refer to a thera
peutic manoeuvre â€œ¿�usedto designate instances of
crude efforts to run the patient's lifeâ€•(Stewart,
1985). This practice has only qualified support.
Aside from describing what therapistsdo, the term
is more often usedto describecoercivebehaviour by
patients. Frequently descriptions of â€˜¿�manipulative
patients' are overtly slanderous.â€˜¿�Manipulation',
when loosely used, tends to imply: (a) the patient
hasengagedin a negativebehaviour(â€˜manipulative'
implying he/she does so habitually) that angers the
therapist;(b) he/shehas done so purposefully(as
opposed to responsively); (c) the behaviour should
be resistedor counteredby staffâ€”supposedlyfor
thebenefitof thepatient(thisisoftendoneby staff
attempting to out-manoeuvreor out-manipulate
the patient).

This process goes against the very essence of
suicide prevention as it implies therapeutic defiance
rather than a therapeuticalliance. This will be
fuelled by poorly contained countertransference
hate.Thejargonof theconceptfuelstherationalis
ationâ€”¿�givinga misguidedsenseof understanding.

I propose that the term â€˜¿�manipulation'be
dropped,as all too often it is usedin a way that
is not only unhelpful, but hazardous. The degree
of understandingof patient behaviour fostered
by this term is that which might be expectedof
lay people. Professionalswould do better recog
nising that acting out by distressed patients is
usually largely responsiverather than solelypur
poseful.Behaviouralconceptsof reinforcementand
dynamic concepts of defencemechanismsprovide
much deeper levels of understanding. They also
permit the fostering of therapeutic alliances rather
than confrontations when staff endeavour to help
difficult, distressed patients.

STEwART,R. (1985) Psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psycho
therapy.In ComprehensiveTextbookof Psychiatry(eds H.I.
Kaplan & BJ. Sadock). Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins.
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Treating negative symptoms

Sm: The treatment of negative symptoms in schizo
phrenic patients is a difficult clinical problem; thus,
positive clinical trials in this area, such as that of
Duinkerke et a! (BJP, October 1993, 163, 451â€”455),
are always of interest. However, some methodologi
cal questions arise from this study.

The use of type II schizophrenia as an inclusion
criterion is unclear.Crow (1981) has pointed out
that he regards type I and type II as symptom
clusters rather than patient types. Thus it is uncer
tamwhetherthe authorsoperationalisedthecon
cept of type II schizophrenia and also uncertain
whether the presence of type I (positive) symptoms
constituted an exclusion criterion. In this respect,
and also to estimate the generalisability of the
study, it would be interestingto know what propor
tion of the patientsscreenedmet the studyentry
criteria. The useof a Wilcoxon signedrank test to
examine the difference between a â€˜¿�positive'and
â€˜¿�negative'BPRS subscore is problematic unless
clinical significance has somehow been assigned a
priori to such a difference.

Further questionsariseconcerningthe statistical
procedures. The number of patients studied was
small (33) and no confidenceintervalsor power
calculationsareprovided.Therearealsonodataon
theinter-raterreliabilityof the SANS in thisstudy,
which apparently took place in six centres.No
correction has been made for multiple significance
testing of the individual SANS items; however,
since these items are not statistically independent, a
simple Bonferroni correction would be too conser
vative. Resolution of this problem depends in part
on which variables were defined as primary before
the studywasperformed(Oakes,1993).

Accepting nonetheless that a true effect of
ritanserin has been shown, this could be due to an
effecton at leasttwo other factorsdifferentfrom
but often confused with negative symptoms: extra
pyramidal symptoms(EPS) and depression.The
authorsthemselvesquote evidencethat ritanserin
acts on both. In this study, a depression rating scale
wasnot used,but therewasa significanteffecton
the BPRS item â€˜¿�depressedmood'. As for EPS, low
scoreson the Simpsonâ€”Angusscaledo not exclude
neuroleptic-inducedphenomenasuchaspovertyof
gestureor mask-likefacial expression,sincethese
do not appear in the scale.None of the patients
in the study was taking anti-Parkinsonianmedi
cation, so the presenceof EPS must be seriously
considered.In this respectit would be interesting
to know the averagedaily neurolepticdose in
chlorpromazineequivalents.

Finally, although such an â€˜¿�add-on'study neatly
avoids the ethical difficulties of placebo treatment,
it raises the problem of pharmacokinetic interac
tions. Serum neuroleptic levels were not measured
and therefore a pharmacokinetic effect cannot be
ruled out. The use of ten different neuroleptics (of
five different chemical classes) in 33 patients is a
further complication.
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